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Mass modeling with glafic

• publicly available strong lens modeling code
   (http://www.slac.stanford.edu/~oguri/glafic/)

• parametric mass modeling with a variety of 
   lens potentials (NFW, SIE, Hernquist, perturbations, ....)

• can handle both point and extended sources

• efficient algorithms to solve lens equation 
   and optimize model parameters

Oguri PASJ 62(2010)1017 
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Figure 1.1: Example of lens equation solving for point sources. I use square grids (thin black
lines) that are adaptively refined near critical curves to derive image positions for a given
source. Upper panels show image planes, and lower panels are corresponding source planes.
Critical curves and caustics are drawn by blue lines. Positions of sources and images are
indicated by red triangles. Left panels show an example from a simple mass model that
consist of NFW and SIE profiles. A source near the center is producing 7 lensed images. In
right panels, I add small galaxies to the primary NFW lens potential. This time 5 lensed
images are produced.
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Figure 1.2: Example of lens mapping for extended sources. The lens model is same as the one
that was used in the left panels of Figure 1.1. I put two sources with different orientations
and sizes in the source plane (lower panel). Lensed images are shown in the image plane
(upper panel).

extended source point source



Recent glafic update:  mapprior
• now one can include constraints on various 
   lensing quantities (e.g., μ, κ, γ1, γ2, ...) at arbitrary   
   position on the sky 

• this allows one to add magnification constraints
   from SNIa (Rodney et al. 2015) and (reduced) shear 
   constraints from weak lensing



An example from SDSS J1029+2623

Oguri et al. (2013)

• 27 multiple images at z~2

• HST weak lensing constraints
   added (20” grid, 89 positions)



Cluster as a cosmic telescope
• two competing effects from lensing magnification
   − detection of intrinsically faint galaxies
   − decrease of the survey volume

image plane source plane



Luminosity function?
• traditional (?) approach: source plane approach
   − derive un-lensed mags for all high-z galaxies
   − compute magnification-corrected volume
   − estimate luminosity function

• some difficulties



Non-uniform survey depth
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Figure 1. HST/WFC3-IR H160 image of the A2744 cluster field. The numbers
denote 5σ limiting magnitudes defined in a 0.′′4-diameter aperture, measured in
the 4 × 4 grid cells.

3.1. Photometric Catalog

Using SWarp (Bertin et al. 2002), we make two detection
images that are the coadded data of (J125 + JH140 + H160)
and (JH140 + H160) for our i- and Y-dropout candidates and
YJ -dropout candidates, respectively. We match the PSFs of
these band images in the same manner as the WFC3-IR
images (Section 2) and produce the detection images. To apply
the criteria of no blue-continuum detections for our dropout
selections, we do not match the PSFs of the blue bands whose
wavelengths are shorter than the redshifted Lyα-break feature
of our dropout candidates. Because the PSF-unmatched images
in the blue bands provide upper limits on the flux densities
that are stronger than PSF-homogenized images for point-like
sources of high-z galaxies, we use the PSF-unmatched data of
the individual ACS images to obtain the upper limits.

We construct our source catalogs from the HFF images
using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in a total area of
9.5 arcmin2 where all of the WFC3 and ACS images are
available. We run SExtractor in dual-image mode for each set of
images. In the cluster field, we set DEBLEND_NTHRESH to 16 and
DEBLEND_MINCONT to a small value of 0.0005 in order to detect
objects even in highly crowded regions. In the parallel field,
we use more conservative values, DEBLEND NTHRESH = 32 and
DEBLEND MINCONT = 0.005, because the parallel field is not
crowded.7 The number of objects identified in the detection
images is ∼4300 in total. The colors of the objects are measured
with magnitudes of MAG_APER (mAP), which are estimated from
the flux density within a fixed circular aperture. The aperture
diameters used for mAP are two times the FWHMs of the PSFs.

7 Although we use the different deblending parameter sets in the cluster and
the parallel fields, this difference does not affect our final results for the UV
luminosity functions. This is because we self-consistently use the same
deblending parameter sets for both the cluster and parallel fields in our
simulations to derive our UV luminosity functions (Section 5).

Figure 2. Difference between the aperture-corrected total magnitudes (mtot)
and the SExtractor’s AUTO magnitudes (mAUTO) as a function of the aperture
magnitude mAP for our dropout candidates in the cluster (filled circles) and
parallel (open circles) fields. The horizontal line corresponds to the case where
mAUTO is equal to mtot.

We adopt the diameters of 0.′′36 (0.′′38) and ∼0.′′2 for the PSF-
matched images and for the PSF-unmatched blue-band images
in the cluster (parallel) field, respectively. The detection limits
are also defined with 0.′′36 (0.′′38) diameter apertures for the
PSF-matched images and ∼0.′′2 diameter apertures for the PSF-
unmatched images in the cluster (parallel) field.

We apply an aperture correction that is defined by the
following procedure. We create a median stacked J125-band
image of our dropout candidates selected in Section 3.2 and
measure the aperture flux of the stacked dropout candidate as a
function of aperture size. Because the flux almost levels off at
around a 1.′′2 diameter, we regard the flux within a 1.′′2-diameter
aperture as the total flux corresponding to the total magnitude
mtot. In the stacked image, mAP is fainter than mtot by 0.82 mag.
We thus estimate the total magnitudes with mtot = mAP − cAP,
where cAP is the aperture correction factor of 0.82 mag. We also
make median stacked images for bright and faint subsamples
of our dropout candidates and obtain cAP values. We confirm
that the values of cAP do not depend on luminosity beyond the
statistical uncertainties in the magnitude range of our dropout
candidates. Thus we apply one aperture correction factor of
cAP = 0.82 for all of our dropout candidates.

To check the accuracy of our aperture correction, we compare
mtot with the magnitude of MAG_AUTO (mAUTO), which is calcu-
lated with the Kron elliptical aperture (Kron 1980). Figure 2
presents mAUTO − mtot as a function of mAP and indicates that
mtot is comparable to mAUTO for bright dropout candidates with
mAP < 27 mag. The values of mAUTO − mtot have significant
scatters at the faint magnitudes, which is mainly due to un-
certainties in determining the Kron elliptical apertures of faint
sources. We adopt mtot for our estimates of total magnitudes
because we expect that the mtot values are more reliable than
mAUTO for faint sources.

3.2. Dropout Selection

For the selection of i dropouts at z ∼ 6–7, we use the color
criteria defined by Atek et al. (2014b):

i814 − Y105 > 0.8, (1)

i814 − Y105 > 0.6 + 2(Y105 − J125), (2)

Y105 − J125 < 0.8. (3)
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• in a cluster field limiting
   mags are non-uniform
   due to ICL etc.

• also limiting mags and  
   magnifications must be
   correlated



Complex lensing effect

• high-z galaxies are not point sources but 
   extended 

• selection function depends on not only 
   magnification but also shear, spatial variation 
   of magnification, ... (see, e.g., Oesch et al. 2015)

• also at high magnifications model error is 
   very large, making the estimate of unlensed 
   magnification inaccurate



Image multiplicity
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Figure 8. Predicted positions of multiple images of HFF1C-YJ1 using our mass
model. The red circles show the positions of HFF1C-YJ1 and its multiple images
with IDs HFF1C-YJ1-2 and HFF1C-YJ1-3. The radius of each circle is 0.′′3.
The white crosses in the upper (lower) panel indicate the predicted position of
image HFF1C-YJ1-2 (HFF1C-YJ1-3) at z = 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 with the tracks
over a redshift range 4 < z < 12. Our mass model predicts that the redshift of
YJ1 is z > 6, as discussed in Zitrin et al. (2014).
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 8, but for HFF1C-Y9. The magenta circles show the
positions of HFF1C-Y9 and its multiple images of HFF1C-Y9-2 and HFF1C-
Y9-3. The cyan (magenta) crosses represent the positions of the other multiple
images at z = 6 (z = 8) near a bright foreground galaxy.

at a redshift slightly lower than that estimated in the dropout
selection.

HFF1C-i5, -i6, and -i8 at z ∼ 6–7. We find three multiple
images of an i dropout, which are HFF1C-i5, HFF1C-i6,
and HFF1C-i8. We use the positions of these three multiple
images for the construction of our mass model. Their IDs in
Table 6 are 19.1, 19.2, and 19.3, respectively. In addition to
these three multiple images, Atek et al. (2014b) report another
counterimage, which is named Image 5.4 in Table 3 of Atek et al.
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 8, but for HFF1C-i5, HFF1C-i6, and HFF1C-i8. The
cyan circles show the positions of HFF1C-i5, HFF1C-i6, HFF1C-i8 and their
multiple images. The green circle presents the position of HFF1C-i5-2 predicted
by Jauzac et al. (2014).

(2014b). In our paper, we refer to Image 5.4 as HFF1C-i5-2. In
Figure 10, we plot the predicted positions of these four multiple
images. The predicted position of HFF1C-i5-2 is about 8′′ away
from the images reported by Atek et al. (2014b). Instead, it is
close to the position predicted by Jauzac et al. (2014), shown
with the green circle in Figure 10. The observed images of the
other three multiple images lie near the predicted positions at
z = 6 and 8. Our mass model predicts that the best-fit value of
their redshift is z = 7.94, as shown in Table 6.

4.6. Comparisons with the Public Mass Models

Mass models of A2744 are also made by other groups (e.g.,
Lam et al. 2014). Eight public mass models are accessible
through the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) Web
site10 that are made by the five independent groups M. Bradač
(PI), The Clusters As TelescopeS (CATS) team (co-PIs J. P.
Kneib, P. Natarajan; see Richard et al. 2014), J. Merten & A.
Zitrin (co-PIs), K. Sharon (PI; see Johnson et al. 2014), and L.
Williams (PI). Figure 11 compares the magnification factors of
our mass model and these public mass models at the positions
of our dropout candidates in the cluster field. The vertical axes
show ∆µ/µ, where µ is the magnification factor from our
mass model and ∆µ ≡ µother − µ is the difference between
magnification factors of our model and a public mass model
(µother). In the cluster field, the magnification factors from our
mass model are broadly consistent with those from the public
mass models. We especially find excellent agreement with the
CATS and Zitrin-NFW models. The Merten group extends their
mass model to the parallel field using weak lensing data covering
both the cluster and parallel fields. The magnification factors in
the parallel field from the Merten model are ∼1.08–1.22. Our
mass model estimates the magnifications of the dropouts in the

10 http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/frontier/lensmodels/
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Ishigaki et al. (2015)
[see also Zitrin et al.  2014]

• high-z galaxies can often be  
   multiply imaged

• sometimes it’s not clear
   whether candidate multiple   
   images are real or not
   (e.g., Kawamata et al. in prep.)

• not all multiple images are
   detected (above mag limit)



Our approach: Image plane approach
Ishigaki et al. ApJ 799(2015)12 

• compare number counts of galaxies in the 
   image plane

• full Monte Carlo simulations including all 
   lensing selection effects to predict observed
   number counts for each input LF model



Our approach: Image plane approach

Include all lensing effects!
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Table 7
Best-fit Schechter Parameters of Luminosity Functions

Reference M∗ log φ∗ α

(Mpc−3)

z ∼ 6–7

This work −20.45+0.1
−0.2 −3.30+0.10

−0.20 −1.94+0.09
−0.10

Atek et al. (2014a) −20.63+0.69
−0.56 −3.34 ± 0.36 −1.88+0.17

−0.20

Bouwens et al. (2014b) −21.04 ± 0.26 −3.65+0.27
−0.17 −2.06 ± 0.12

Bouwens et al. (2011) −20.14 ± 0.26 −3.07 ± 0.26 −2.01 ± 0.21

Ouchi et al. (2009) −20.10 ± 0.76 −3.16 ± 0.68 −1.72 ± 0.65

Schenker et al. (2013) −20.14+0.36
−0.48 −3.19+0.27

−0.24 −1.87+0.18
−0.17

z ∼ 8

This work −20.45+0.3
−0.2 −3.65+0.15

−0.25 −2.08+0.21
−0.12

Bouwens et al. (2014b) −19.97 ± 0.34 −3.19 ± 0.30 −1.86 ± 0.27

Bouwens et al. (2011) −20.10 ± 0.52 −3.22 ± 0.43 −1.91 ± 0.32

Bradley et al. (2012) −20.26+0.29
−0.34 −3.37+0.26

−0.29 −1.98+0.23
−0.22

Schenker et al. (2013) −20.44+0.47
−0.35 −3.50+0.35

−0.32 −1.94+0.21
−0.24

z ∼ 9

This work −20.45 (fixed) −4.00 ± 0.15 −2.08 (fixed)

Oesch et al. (2013) −18.8 ± 0.3 −2.94 (fixed) −1.73 (fixed)

Bouwens et al. (2014a) −20.04 (fixed) −3.95+0.39
−0.56 −2.06 (fixed)

Schechter parameters, we simultaneously fit both the observed
HFF number counts and the UV luminosity function data points
obtained in the previous studies. For our dropouts at z ∼ 6–7,
we compare our number counts of z ∼ 6–7 with the luminosity
function data points of z ∼ 7 in previous studies, assuming that
the UV luminosity function does not rapidly change in z ∼ 6–7.
We take the previous blank-field survey results from the studies
of CANDELS, HUDF09, HUDF12, ERS, and BORG/HIPPIES
(Bouwens et al. 2014b), UltraVISTA+UKIDSS UDS (Bowler
et al. 2014), BoRG (Bradley et al. 2012), SDF+GOODS-N
(Ouchi et al. 2009), and HUDF12/XDF+CANDELS (Oesch
et al. 2013). We regard M∗, φ∗, and α as free parameters for
the fitting of number counts at z ∼ 6–7 and z ∼ 8. Because the
statistics of the z ∼ 9 luminosity function is poor, we choose
φ∗ for a free parameter and M∗ and α to be fixed to the
best-fit values of z ∼ 8. Maximizing the Poisson likelihood,
we obtain the best-fit parameters of (M∗, log φ∗(Mpc−3),α) =
(−20.45+0.1

−0.2,−3.30+0.10
−0.20,−1.94+0.09

−0.10) for the z ∼ 6–7 dropout
candidates, (−20.45+0.3

−0.2,−3.65+0.15
−0.25,−2.08+0.21

−0.12) for the z ∼ 8
dropout candidates, and (−20.45[fixed],−4.00 ± 0.15,−2.08
[fixed]) for the z ∼ 9 dropout candidates. Table 7 summarizes
these parameters, together with those obtained by the previous
studies. We find that our results are consistent with the previ-
ous results within the 1σ uncertainties. Figure 13 shows the 1σ
confidence intervals on the α versus M∗ plane for the UV lumi-
nosity functions at z ∼ 6–7 and z ∼ 8, respectively. To test our
results, we also perform Schechter function fittings without the
results from the HUDF09+ERS data at z ∼ 6–7 and z ∼ 8. We
confirm that the fitting results without the HUDF09+ERS data
are consistent with the previous results, although the uncertain-
ties are substantially larger because of the small statistics of the
HFF samples.

The top and bottom panels of Figures 14–16 present the best-
fitting number counts and Schechter functions, respectively.
In the bottom panels, we present recent studies of z ∼ 7 and
8 luminosity functions, Schenker et al. (2013), Finkelstein et al.
(2014), and Atek et al. (2014a), for comparison. The best-
fitting results broadly agree with the observed number counts.
The observed number counts of z ∼ 8 at the bright end are

Figure 13. 68% and 95% confidence level contours of Schechter parameters,
M∗ and α, for the UV luminosity functions at z ∼ 6–7 (black) and z ∼ 8 (red),
respectively. The contours indicate our best-estimate results with our HFF
data and all of the previous measurements. The crosses denote the best-fit
parameter values.

Figure 14. Number counts, histograms, and luminosity functions of z ∼ 6–7
dropouts. Top panel: our observed number counts in the cluster and parallel
fields (red circles) and the simulated number counts of the best-fit Schechter
parameters (black line) with the 1σ uncertainties (gray region). The horizontal
axis presents the observed apparent magnitude in the J125 band. Middle panel:
the histograms of the number of dropouts found in our HFF study (red) and in
previous work, Bouwens et al. (2014b; blue), Ouchi et al. (2009; green), and
Bowler et al. (2014; yellow). Bottom panel: our best-fit luminosity function
(black line) and the 1σ error (gray region). The blue, green, and yellow circles,
white triangles, white squares, and black crosses denote luminosity functions
derived by Bouwens et al. (2014b), Ouchi et al. (2009), Bowler et al. (2014),
Finkelstein et al. (2014), Schenker et al. (2013), and Atek et al. (2014a),
respectively. The horizontal axis shows intrinsic absolute magnitude in the
J125 band.

larger than the best-fit function. It is probably caused by the
field-to-field variance because our effective survey area is only
≃6 arcmin2 in the source plane. In fact, eight of the z ∼ 8
dropouts are found within a small region with a radius of 6′′
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complex lensing/selection effects fully included!



Implication for cosmic reionization
Ishigaki et al. ApJ 799(2015)12 
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Figure 17. Upper left panel: the UV luminosity densities calculated with Mtrunc = −17. The filled and open circles represent the UV luminosity densities from this
work and other studies (Bouwens et al. 2007; Schenker et al. 2013; McLure et al. 2013; Bouwens et al. 2014a, 2014b), respectively. The gray circles and squares denote
the UV luminosity densities from the HFF data only in this work and in Oesch et al. (2014), respectively. The solid and dashed lines present our best-fit functions
of ρUV with the SC and the EWC method, respectively. The right axes show cosmic SFR densities at a given UV luminosity density estimated with Equation (2) of
Madau et al. (1998). Bottom left panel: same as the top left panel, but for Mtrunc = −10. Upper right panel: electron scattering optical depth integrating from z ∼ 0
to a redshift, z, for our best-fit parameters by the SC method with Mtrunc = −17 (blue solid line), the EWC method with Mtrunc = −10 (red solid line), the EWC
method with Mtrunc = −17 (blue dashed line), and the EWC method with Mtrunc = −10 (red dashed line), respectively. The hatched and gray regions indicate the 1σ
range of τe obtained by WMAP+Planck+highL (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) and the nine-year WMAP (Hinshaw et al. 2013; Bennett et al. 2013), respectively.
Bottom right panel: the evolution of ionized hydrogen fraction QH ii of IGM for our best-fit parameters with four lines, whose notations are the same as the right upper
panel. Each symbol represents the observational limit of Bolton et al. (2011), Carilli et al. (2010; filled squares), Totani et al. (2006), McQuinn et al. (2008; open
circle), McQuinn et al. (2007), Ouchi et al. (2010; filled diamond), Ouchi et al. (2010), Ota et al. (2008; open pentagon), Mesinger (2010), McGreer et al. (2011; open
triangles), McQuinn et al. (2007), Mesinger & Furlanetto (2008), Dijkstra et al. (2011; filled pentagon), and Konno et al. (2014; open diamond; see also Robertson
et al. 2013).

For comparison purposes, we plot the data for z ∼ 7–8 taken
from Schenker et al. (2013) and McLure et al. (2013). Because
the data of Schenker et al. (2013) and McLure et al. (2013)
are included in our luminosity function estimates via Bouwens
et al. (2014b) data points, we do not use the data points of
Schenker et al. (2013) and McLure et al. (2013) for the fitting
analyses carried out in Section 6.2. The top and bottom left
panels of Figure 17 present ρUV as a function of redshift under
the assumptions of Mtrunc = −17 and −10, respectively. The
solid and dashed lines show the best-fit functions of ρUV with the
two fitting methods detailed in Section 6.2. We confirm that our
ρUV values at z ∼ 6–9 are broadly consistent with the previous
results and that there is a rapid decrease of ρUV from z ∼ 8
toward high redshifts, which is claimed by Oesch et al. (2013)
and Bouwens et al. (2014b). With the improved measurements
of ρUV in our study, this trend of rapid decrease is strengthened.
To test whether the rapid decrease is confirmed with the HFF
data alone, we derive the luminosity function at z ∼ 9 with the
HFF data alone and estimate ρUV at z ∼ 9. The gray circles in
the left panels of Figure 17 indicate the ρUV obtained with our
HFF data alone. Although the uncertainty is large, the HFF data
independently support the rapid decrease of ρUV from z ∼ 8. A
similar analysis is found in Oesch et al. (2014). They derive the
luminosity function at z ∼ 10 from the HFF cluster data alone.
We plot ρUV at z ∼ 10 calculated from the luminosity function

derived by Oesch et al. (2014) with the gray squares. These plots
are also consistent with the rapid decrease from z ∼ 8.

Robertson et al. (2014) estimate the cosmic variance uncer-
tainties of the high-redshift galaxies in the A2744 cluster field.
The uncertainties are ∼35% at z ∼ 7 and !65% at z ∼ 10. Our
errors of ρUV slightly increase by the cosmic variance uncer-
tainties. However, our conclusion does not change because our
ρUV at z ∼ 9 is smaller than ρUV at z ∼ 8 by a factor of two,
which is significantly larger than the uncertainties of the cosmic
variance.

6.2. Properties of the Ionizing Sources Revealed
from the ρUV and τe Measurements

The evolution of the ionized hydrogen fraction in the IGM,
QH ii, is described by the following ionization equation (e.g.,
Robertson et al. 2013):

Q̇H ii = ṅion

⟨nH⟩
− QH ii

trec
, (31)

where the dots denote time derivatives.
The first term in the right-hand side of Equation (31) is

a source term proportional to the ionizing photon emissivity.
The variables ṅion and ⟨nH⟩ are the production rate of ionizing
photons and the mean hydrogen number density, respectively.
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Support the rapid decrease of ρUV at z>8
(although the rapid decrease of ρUV at z~9 is modest; 

see Derek’s talk)

  UV luminosity Densities ρUV   
Planck

• confirm rapid decrease of ρUV at z>8

• in tension with large τ from WMAP, but
   tension decreased in Planck



Image plane approach to galaxy size
• traditional approach has been to measure galaxy
   sizes by fitting normal (unlensed) Sersic profile 
   to lensed galaxy image and then correct for
   magnification

• we directly fit lensed and distorted Sersic profile 
   to observed galaxy image

Kawamata et al. ApJ 804(2015)103 



Image plane approach to galaxy size
Kawamata et al. ApJ 804(2015)103 
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Evolution of galaxy sizes
Kawamata et al. ApJ 804(2015)103 

Multiplicity. We also examine whether galaxies with multi-
ple cores have any preference in size or luminosity. Multiple
cores can be regarded as a sign of a recent merging event.
Many papers have estimated the fraction of galaxies with
multiple cores at high redshift (e.g., Ravindranath et al. 2006;
Lotz et al. 2008; Oesch et al. 2010; Guo et al. 2012; Law et al.
2012; Jiang et al. 2013). For example, Ravindranath et al.
(2006) have reported that 30% of _z 3 LBGs have multiple
cores, and Jiang et al. (2013) have found that 40%–50% of
bright ( �⩽M 20.5UV ) galaxies at ⩽ ⩽z5.7 7.0 have multiple
cores.

We identify galaxies with multiple cores in our sample by
visual inspection, considering the claim by Jiang et al. (2013)
that while galaxies at 2z 6 are too small and faint for
quantitative morphological analysis, visual inspection is still
valid for examining whether or not a galaxy has multiple cores.
Galaxies with multiple cores are marked with a large square in
Figure 4, and marked with a star in Figures A1–A6. Ten
galaxies, or 19% of the sample, are found to have multiple cores.
This fraction is similar to that derived by Oesch et al. (2010) at
similar redshifts. As seen in the galaxy images summarized in
the Appendix, for most of the galaxies with multiple cores, the
primary cores are distinct compared to the secondary or later
cores, which perhaps implies relatively minor mergers.

As can be seen from Figure 4, most of the galaxies with
multiple cores are bright ( �1M 20UV ), qualitatively consis-
tent with the trend seen in the sample of Oesch et al. (2010)
that brighter galaxies tend to have multiple cores. More
specifically, in the sample of Oesch et al. (2010), the brightest
and fourth-brightest galaxies have multiple cores among the 16
_z 7 galaxies. In our sample, three of the four brightest

galaxies ( �⩽M 20.5UV ) at _z 8 have multiple cores. On the
other hand, we find that the sizes of galaxies with multiple
cores are distributed widely from 0.2 to 1 kpc.

At _z 6–7, the bright galaxies (� �⩽ ⩽M20 19.0UV )
from the cluster field are on average smaller than those from the
parallel field. We find about a factor of two difference in the
average size of those galaxies ( o0.32 0.23 kpc for the cluster
field and o0.67 0.20 kpc for the parallel field). This
discrepancy might be caused by sample variance and/or cosmic
variance.

3.2. Redshift Evolution of Size

Figure 5 shows the average half-light radius as a function of
UV luminosity for ⩽ 1z2.5 9–10 LBGs and for _z 0 spirals
and _z 0.5 irregulars for comparison. Galaxies from our
merged sample are plotted as orange ( _z 6–7 and red ( _z 8)
filled circles. Huang et al. (2013), Jiang et al. (2013), Ono et al.
(2013), and Holwerda et al. (2014) have used GALFIT to
measure sizes and luminosities, while Bouwens et al. (2004)
have used half-light radii based on Kron-style magnitudes, and
Oesch et al. (2010) and Grazian et al. (2012) based on
SExtractor.

From this figure, we find that the average size around
� �M 20.4UV gradually becomes smaller with redshift from

_z 2.5 to _z 7 but the evolution from _z 7 to _z 9–10 is
not significant. The slopes of the size–luminosity relation for
_z 6–8 galaxies seem to be steeper than those for _z 4–5

galaxies, although the statistical uncertainty is still large. This
may indicate that fainter, or less massive, galaxies grow in size
more rapidly over _z 4–8. It is worth noting that among the

two local ( 1z 0.5) galaxy populations, irregular galaxies have
a steep slope similarly to those of _z 6–8 galaxies.
Plotted in Figure 6 is the average half-light radius of bright

( �L(0.3 – 1) z 3
* ) galaxies as a function of redshift. In the

calculation of the average radii for the merged samples of this
work and Ono et al. (2013), we reduce the weight of the
samples from the cluster field according to the uncertainty in
the mass model. For the cluster-field sample at each redshift,
the uncertainty in magnification is calculated from the average

Figure 5. Size–luminosity relations for ⩽ 1z2.5 9–10 LBGs, overplotted
with those for local spiral galaxies and _z 0.5 irregular galaxies. Our samples
combined with Ono et al.’s (2013)are shown by orange ( _z 6 – 7) and red
( _z 8) filled circles. The purple, blue, green, and yellow open squares are for
_z 2.5, _z 3.8, _z 4.9, and _z 6 LBGs by Bouwens et al. (2004); the

blue, green, and yellow open inverse triangles for _z 4, _z 5, and _z 6
LBGs by Oesch et al. (2010); the orange triangles for _z 7 LBGs by Grazian
et al. (2012); and the brown open hexagons for _z 9 – 10 LBGs by Holwerda
et al. (2014). The blue and green lines show the average relations for LBGs at
_z 4 and _z 5 by Huang et al. (2013), and the yellow dashed line the

average relation for Lyα emitters and LBGs at z ∼ 5.7–6.5 by Jiang et al.
(2013). The black dots represent the average relation for local spiral galaxies
by de Jong & Lacey (2000) and the black dotted line is for _z 0.5 irregular
galaxies by Roche et al. (1996). The error bars in re are the 1σ standard
deviations while those in MUV correspond to the bin widths.

Figure 6. Redshift evolution of the average size of bright galaxies. The red
circles show the weighted-average radii of our samples combined with Ono
et al. (2013)ʼs, while the black circles are for Ono et al.’s (2013). The data of
Curtis-Lake et al. (2014) are taken from the arXiv version of their paper. The
error bars show the 1σ standard error.
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of the variances in magnification among the eight public mass
maps at the positions of the sample galaxies. This uncertainty is
then converted into the uncertainty in radius and is quad-
ratically added to the statistical error in the average radius for
this sample, thus resulting in a reduction of the weight
compared with the parallel-field and Ono et al.’s (2013)
samples for which only the statistical error is considered. We
include the _z 12 object given in Ono et al. (2013). The data
of Ferguson et al. (2004) are not included because their sample
includes brighter (� �L5 z 3

* ) galaxies. We find that the average
size of bright galaxies decreases from _z 2.5 to 6–7, in
agreement with previous results (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2004;
Hathi et al. 2008; Oesch et al. 2010; Grazian et al. 2012; Huang
et al. 2013; Ono et al. 2013), while the evolution between
_z 6–7 and ∼8 is insignificant. We note that the average

radius of our z ∼ 6–7 combined sample may be underestimated
because all but one are in the range of (0.3–0.5) L*z=3.

The small open circles in Figure 6 indicate the mode of the
log-normal distribution of re for _z 4–8 LBGs over the same
luminosity range obtained by Curtis-Lake et al. (2014), who
have adopted a non-parametric, curve-of-growth method to
measure sizes. Their values are slightly but systematically
higher than the other measurements except for _z 4, leading
them to conclude that the typical galaxy size does not
significantly evolve over _z 4–8. The reason for this
systematic difference is not clear, although we find in our
_z 6–7 sample that adopting the mode instead of the average

results in a 0.15 kpc decrease. Our _z 8 sample is too small to
calculate a modal value.

Fitting the size evolution of r � �r z(1 ) m
e to the data

except those of Curtis-Lake et al. (2014) who adopted the
modal values gives � om 1.24 0.1, which is consistent with
previous results based on average re measurements (Oesch
et al. 2010; Ono et al. 2013). Analytic models of dark-halo
evolution predict that the virial radius scales with redshift as

� �z(1 ) 1 for halos with a fixed mass and as � �z(1 ) 1.5 for
halos with a fixed circular velocity (e.g., Ferguson et al. 2004).
The value we find, �m 1.24, is in the middle of these two
cases. However, any previous attempts to link galaxies to dark
matter halos using an observed redshift scaling of half-light
radius have implicitly made a non-trivial assumption that half-
light radius linearly scales with virial radius.

In order to obtain further insights into disk evolution in dark
matter halos, we take a different approach. We combine the so-
called abundance matching analysis that connects the stellar
mass and halo mass with the observed relation between stellar
mass and luminosity. Specifically, we adopt the abundance
matching result of Behroozi et al. (2013), and the observed
stellar mass–luminosity relations of Reddy & Steidel (2009)
for _z 2.5 galaxies and González et al. (2011) for _z 4–7
galaxies7 to calculate the halo mass of galaxies in Figure 6 from
their UV luminosity. The estimated halo mass of

� �M 20.2UV galaxies at z = 6.0 is �:M Mlog ( ) 11.2h , in
good accordance with the recent clustering result,

� �
�

:M Mlog ( ) 11.0h 0.6
0.4, by Barone-Nugent et al. (2014).

Then, the virial radius is calculated by
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(Bryan & Norman 1998). The uncertainties in the estimation
of virial radii are not considered here. We exclude the _z 12
data because the analysis result of Behroozi et al. (2013) does
not extend to that redshift. We note that Kravtsov (2013)
have conducted a similar analysis for local galaxies, and have
found a linear relation between half-mass radius and virial
radius over eight orders of magnitude in stellar mass. Our
analysis represents the first analysis of the evolution of the
relation of the galaxy and halo sizes over a wide redshift
range based on the abundance matching technique.
Figure 7 shows the ratio of half-light radius to virial radius for

galaxies over _z 2.5–9.5. When limited to the data of average
re measurements, we find the ratio to be virtually constant at
3.3± 0.1% over the entire redshift range. The modal data of
Curtis-Lake et al. (2014) give systematically higher ratios over z
∼ 5–8, perhaps showing a slight decrease toward _z 4, but the
differences from 3.3% are mostly within the T1 – 2 errors. Thus,
the assumption of a constant r re vir ratio appears to be broadly
consistent with the data. Our analysis shows that the halo mass
of �L(0.3 – 5) z 3

* galaxies mildly decreases with redshift. This,
combined with the constant r re vir ratio found here, results in the
redshift evolution of � �m1 1.5.
According to the disk formation model by Mo et al. (1998),

r re vir is described as
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Figure 7. Redshift evolution of the half-light radius to virial radius ratio. The
error bars show the 1σ standard error of the half-light radius. The shaded bands
are predictions from the model by Mo et al. (1998) changing j md d and md

within the range of 0.05–0.1. The red, green, and blue bands correspond to
�j m 1.5, 1.0, 0.5d d . The upper edge of each band corresponds to �m 0.05d

and the lower to �m 0.1d .

7 They showed the relation for _z 4 and state that it is consistent with no
evolution at _z 4–7.
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• galaxy sizes evolve with ∝(1+z)−1.24

• ratio of galaxy size to virial radius of host halo
   is almost constant (~3.3%) over wide z range
   [host halo mass from abundance matching]



Current status:
mass modeling
of 4 clusters 
are ongoing

accuracy:
image position 

RMS ≲ 0.4”
(Kawamata et al. in 

prep)



Current status:
mass modeling
of 4 clusters 
are ongoing

accuracy:
image position 

RMS ≲ 0.4”
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38 sources
111 images

65 sources
173 images



Summary
• image plane approach offers a robust route to
   extract high-z info from cosmic telescopes 

• the publicly available software glafic provides 
   useful tools for this

• interesting results on reionization and galaxy 
   sizes (from the analysis of A2744 only!)

• analysis of more HFF clusters ongoing


